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Motivation  
The   solar-heliospheric-planetary   system   is   a   complex   physical   system.   To   fully   understand   and  
characterize   it   requires   a   wide   variety   of   observations   and   modeling   tools,   and   a   comprehensive  
identification   of   connections   among   the   various   regimes.   This   is   often   difficult   because   of   the  
many   different   disciplines   involved   within   the   solar-heliospheric-planetary   system   and   the  
scarcity   of   opportunities   for   scientists   within   these   different   disciplines   to   meet   and   work  
together   on   common   science   projects.   The   large   volume   of   heterogeneous   data   involved   may  
not   be   easily   accessible,   or   even   known,   to   scientists   in   one   particular   field.   Yet   these  
interdisciplinary   activities   are   crucial   to   reaching   a   deeper   understanding   of   the   whole  
heliosphere   that   cannot   be   achieved   when   scientists   within   each   discipline   work   in   isolation.  
 
A   series   of   three   international   initiatives   centered   around   solar   minimum   --   the    Whole   Sun  
Month    (WSM)   in   1996,   the    Whole   Heliosphere   Interval    (WHI)   in   2008-2009,   and   the   currently  
ongoing     Whole   Heliosphere   and   Planetary   Interactions    (WHPI )   ---   are   examples   of  
successful   community-based   initiatives   that   break   boundaries   between   the   subdisciplines   of  
heliophysics   and   planetary   science   and   encourage   scientific   collaborations   between   data  
scientists,   observers,   and   modelers.   As   we   continue   to   push   the   frontiers   of   observational   and  
theoretical   understanding   during   the   decades   to   come,   it   is   essential   that   these  
cross-disciplinary   efforts   be   maintained   and   enhanced.   
 
Whole   Heliosphere:   Current   State  
For   the   past   three   decades,   the   relative   simplicity   of   solar   minimum   has   been   the   ideal   situation  
to   establish   how   the   solar   magnetic   and   radiative   output   propagates   through   the   heliosphere  
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and   affects   the   Earth   and   planets'   atmospheres   and   magnetospheres.   At   more   active   times,   the  
sun   can   evolve   significantly   before   a   global   view   can   be   established;   our   ability   to   understand  
and   model   dynamic   processes   hinges   on   our   understanding   of   the   quasi-static   state.  
 
The   WSM   (Galvin   and   Kohl,   1999)   and   WHI   (Bisi   et   al.,   2011)   initiatives   were   examples   of  
coordinated   observing   and   modeling   efforts   to   characterize   the   three-dimensional,  
interconnected   solar-heliospheric   systems   during   quiet   times.   By   focusing   on   particular   solar  
rotations   near   solar   minimum,   specific   structures   and   activity   could   be   traced   throughout   the  
heliosphere   and   down   into   the   Earth's   space   environment   and   upper   atmosphere.   The   initiatives  
have   extended   their   discipline   range   with   each   iteration:   from   Sun-solar   wind   (WSM)   to  
Sun-solar-wind-   geospace   (WHI).   As   we   approached   the   end   of   solar   cycle   24,   we   had   an  
unprecedented   range   of   ground-based   and   space-based   instruments   deployed.   It   was,   thus,  
appropriate   for   WHPI   to   broaden   the   emphasis   still   further   to   include   planetary   magnetospheres  
and   atmospheres,   and   in   particular,   planetary   space   weather.   The   size   of   these   initiatives   has  
also   broadened   and   there   are   currently   nearly   700   researchers   subscribed   to   the   WHPI   mailing  
list.  
 
The   main   science   objectives   of   WHPI   are   to:  

1. Characterize   the   three   dimensional   magnetic   structure   of   the   Sun   and   Heliosphere  
during   the   current   solar   activity   minimum,  

2. Follow   the   evolution   and   effects   of   the   Sun’s   radiative   output,   magnetic   field   and  
outflowing   solar   wind   plasma   as   they   interact   with   the   background   heliosphere   and  
with   the   magnetospheres   and   atmospheres   of   the   Earth   and   other   Planets,  

3. Compare   the   current   minimum   with   previous   solar   minima   and   investigate   how  
periods   of   extremely   low   solar   activity   affect   the   geospace   and   other   planetary   space  
environments,   and  

4. Embrace   latest   advances   in   data   collection,   management,   analysis,   and  
communication   and   set   the   stage   for   the   next   generation   of   collaborative   Heliophysics  
System   Observatory   research.  

 
In   order   to   engage   the   international   scientific   community   and   facilitate   and   encourage  
collaboration   across   disciplines,   WHPI   has   so   far   coordinated   the   following   efforts:  
 

● The   identification   of   a   few   focus   campaign   periods   that   take   advantage   of  
solar-heliosphere-planetary   synergies   including,   for   example,   the   fourth   Parker   Solar  
Probe   perihelion   passage   and   the   total   solar   eclipse   of   July   2019.  

● The   construction   of   a    WHPI   web   page    where   information   on   data   and   model   availability  
will   be   provided   together   with   recorded   tutorials   on   how   to   access   and   use   these  
data/models.    “Show   and   Tell”   days   where   tutorial   presenters   are   available   to   answer  
questions   are   also   being   organized.  

● The   organization   of   virtual   Colloquia   and   science   workshops   where   observers   and  
modelers   can   meet,   discuss,   and   combine   research   results.   
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Encompassing   the   philosophy   of   Whole-Heliosphere   and   moving   beyond   WSM,   WHI   and   WHPI  
towards   times   of   higher   solar   activity,   NASA   has   also   launched   its   Heliophysics   System  
Observatory   (HSO)   Connect   program.   This   provides   a   means   of   enhancing   the   scientific   return  
of   the   HSO   by   supporting   investigations   that   innovatively   connect   observations   from   one   or  
more   HSO   missions   with   spacecraft   or   ground-based   observations   from   other   SMD   Divisions,  
and/or   other   agencies   within   or   outside   the   U.S.    The   WHPI   campaigns   are   setting   the  
groundwork   for   future   HSO   Connect   coordinated   efforts   by   facilitating   the   focused   effort   to  
combine   diverse   data   and   models.  
 
Whole   Heliosphere:   Desired   State  
As   we   move   towards   2050,   we   should   expand   such   campaigns/collaborations   to   other   phases  
of   the   solar   cycle,   and   continue   to   connect   more   and   more   elements   in   the   Sun-Planets-  
Heliosphere   system   in   order   to   fully   understand   the   complex   and   interconnected   space  
environment.   In   particular,   continued   study   of   solar   minima   with   inclusion   of   more   active   times  
will   be   critical   to   advance   our   understanding   of   space   weather   and   space   climate   effects   beyond  
the   Earth   environment   and   to   probe   how   the   whole   heliosphere   changes   from   solar   minimum   to  
solar   maximum.   Additionally,   studies   of   solar   wind-magnetosphere   interactions   for   planets  
throughout   the   Solar   System   point   the   way   toward   a   comparative   planetary   magnetosphere  
approach   for   understanding   the   interactions   between   exoplanets   and   their   host   stars.  
 
Desired   capabilities   to   develop   over   the   next   few   decades   include:  

● Development   of   new   Heliophysics   System   Observatory   missions   to   include   solar  
observatories   all   around   the   Sun   (4π),   solar   wind   monitors   upstream   of   all   planets,   and  
constellations   of   satellites   sampling   planetary   space   environments   and   atmospheres.   

● A   comprehensive   means   for   identifying,   archiving,   and   accessing   the   observations   and  
models   that   span   the   system.  

● Infrastructure   and   training   for   young   scientists   to   facilitate   work   in   cross-disciplinary  
fields.  

● The   continuation   and   expansion   of   the   efforts   occurring   now   for   WHPI   --   tutorials   on   data  
access   utilization,   cross-disciplinary   colloquia,   community   workshops,   etc.   

● Continuation   of   NASA’s   HSO   Connect   program   to   support   cross-disciplinary   research  
and   coordinated   observations   in   support   of   the   HSO.  

 
In   this   way,   a   wide   range   of   observations   and   analysis   tools   may   be   used   by   a   broad   and  
diverse   scientific   community.   This   will   maximize   the   return   of   the   NASA   science   missions,  
promote   new   science   by   treating   the   whole   heliosphere   as   an   integrated   system,   and   cultivate   a  
new   generation   of   scientists   with   a   powerfully   interdisciplinary   background.  
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